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Topics 3b – Novel technology for visualization (primary), 3a – Visualization for data and technology at
the edge (secondary)

Challenge
Innovation in HPC hardware and adoption of heterogeneous systems has led to a variety of unique
programming models. This has led to a challenge for scientific visualization software (and indeed all HPC
software) to take full advantage of recent generations of supercomputing. Edge computing, where
hardware is specialized for the needs of the particular application, exacerbates the problem. VTK-m has
had many successes on this front by providing device-agnostic algorithms that compare favorably to
implementations written to specific devices as shown in Table 1. However, VTK-m has focused mostly on
GPU and traditional CPU multicore technology. There are numerous processor technologies, both existing
and potential future, that are not being addressed by current R&D efforts.
Table 1. Aggregate speedup of VTK-m compared to equivalent algorithms written for a specific
device. A speedup greater than 1 means that VTK-m runs faster. From Moreland, et al. [3].
Algorithm

CPUs

GPUs

X. Phi

Serial

Total

External facelist
PGM 18
PGM 20
Particle advection
Point merge
Ray tracing
Volume rendering
Wavelet compression
Hashing

3.32
2.39
0.38
1.82
0.47
1.13
1.13
5.97

1.53
0.55
0.83
0.75
1.45

0.87
0.25
-

0.34
3.10
3.10
-

0.34
1.69
0.78
0.76
2.38
0.51
1.43
0.92
2.94

Total

1.45

0.95

0.47

1.48

1.14

SIMD Many modern processors contain special vector instructions that perform SIMD parallel
processing. SIMD is similar to other threading technology like GPU warps but far more restrictive.
VTK-m currently relies on compilers to generate SIMD instructions. However, the performance of Xeon
Phi, which relies heavily on deep SIMD instructions, shown in Table 1 as well as other research [1] suggest
VTK-m’s abstractions are working against SIMD generation.
Mobile Devices Visualization on mobile devices is useful in its own right. But processors originally
designed for the mobile market are having an impact on HPC. For example, the current top supercomputer,
Fugaku, achieves its record-breaking performance with ARM processors inspired by the mobile electronics
market. It is unclear how optimizations for low-powered mobile devices differ from top-end number
crunchers.
Half-Precision Floats Some modern processors support 16-bit floating point numbers. The advantage of
using these less precise numbers is less demand on memory and more instructions that can be performed.
In fact, half-precision enabled Summit to perform better than 1 ExaFLOP as early as 2018 [2]. Although
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the uncertainty introduced by half precision in visualization is not well studied, it is likely that computation
could be possible with little to no artifacts in many cases. After all, 8-bit color channels are still normal.
Tensor Cores Driven by the AI market, many processor manufacturers are including tensor cores, which
are exceptionally fast for small matrix computation. These instructions may be useful for visualization
operations such as affine transformations. As a key technology for machine learning, we expect tensor
cores to become an essential component of processors.
FPGAs A field programmable gate array (FPGA) are essentially circuits that can be reconfigured in place
to perform a custom operation. Once burned, an FPGA can perform computations faster and with less
power than its instruction-based processor counterpart. Although not yet leveraged by DOE LCFs today, it
is conceivable they would be considered for performance improvements in future generations. In contrast,
FPGAs are a very attractive option for edge computing, which typically has dedicated hardware for a
specific task.
Reversible Computing The von Neumann-Landauer limit establishes the minimum amount of energy
physically required to change a bit’s state. This is a fundamental physical limit to computer scaling, and
thus one of the limits to Moore’s law. Getting around this limit requires the computation to be reversible. A
proposed technique to implement reversible logic is the use of adiabatic circuits, which reclaim the energy
released in one part of the circuit in another part. This is a hardware-level optimization, but what does it
mean for memory systems? Can energy be reclaimed in a DRAM circuit? This has the potential to
seriously disrupt the ratio of computing to storage.
Quantum Computing A qubit in a quantum computer can simultaneously represent a 0 or 1 with
assigned probabilities. Qubits can be entangled so that n bits can represent 2n states, which makes it
possible for quantum computers to solve problems with exponential requirements on classical computers.
Quantum computers are in their infancy and there has been very little in related visualization work. It is
still an open question on what if any open needs of visualization are there for quantum computers or the
data they generated. A separate question is how can we apply quantum computing to visualization.

Opportunity
Each of the aforementioned challenges is simultaneously an opportunity. In each situation, it is likely that a
classical visualization algorithm could be used, albeit inefficiently (with the possible exception for quantum
computers). Just as each of these processor technologies have been introduced to provide better
computation features, visualization software is given an opportunity to take advantage of these new
features. Similarly, innovations continue to happen with software like C++ standards, OpenCL, and
Kokkos.
The interesting questions are what features can be leveraged, how they might be leveraged, what benefits
do we stand to gain, how do we manage the interaction between these features, and how do we deliver the
solutions to the masses? Using these new hardware features requires extensive research in new algorithms.
Any new computing model will require new programming models and new algorithms that fit within. If the
scientific visualization community is not vigilant, we will once again be challenged to provide data
discovery on emerging processors.
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Timeliness
The introduction of general GPU processors into HPC systems was a wake up call to the scientific
visualization community, which responded with several research projects to address visualization
computations on these new accelerators [4]. Today, the VTK-m project [3] provides a software framework
for developing accelerated visualization algorithms as well as a collection of written algorithms. With the
basics of GPU computation well in hand, it is time to focus our new research activities to other processor
hardware features. That said, several of the aforementioned hardware features are available at DOE LCFs
today but remain underutilized. And although GPU technology remains the predominant acceleration
technology, there are numerous other technologies available today that are likely to soon be integrated into
HPC. Furthermore, instances of edge computing are more quickly adopting many of these solutions to
satisfy specialized needs. In all, further R&D is needed to satisfy DOE’s needs.
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